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AMALYSIS OF FFA6 ACCELERATORS

AND THE EVOLUTIOK OF CIRCUUR ACCELERATORS

I. INTRODUCTION

It is a great pleasure for me to visit the Saclay Laboratory.

Of course I had read and heard a great deal about the SATURNE acce-

lerator which was built so successfully and efficiently, but this is the

first opportunity I have had actually to see the impressive layout of

the machine and its research facilities, and to learn something of the

experimental work. I would also like to express my interest in the

linear electron accelerators at Saclay and Orsay, which have permitted

useful contributions to be made to the study of photonuclear processes,

including use of monoenergetic photons produced by the annihilation of

positrons in flight — a technique which received a considerable amount

of well-deserved attention during the International Photonuclear Confe-

rence held in Karlsruhe last summer. Of special interest to me is the

establishment of a Nuclear Institute for instructional purposes within

the Saclay Laboratory, which appears to provide a highly successful

solution to the difficult problem of combining instruction and research

in a large research establishment. I am particularly grateful to

Professor BRUCK, whom I had the pleasure of first meeting at the

MURA Laboratory in Madison, for his courtesy in arranging the details

of my visit in a most effective way.

Professor BRUCK suggested that some general comments concerning

accelerator developments might be of interest, particularly in regard to



the so-called fixed-field alternating-gradient (FFAG) concept, which represents

one of the most recent steps in the evolution of circular particle accelerators.

It is perhaps curious that circular accelerators remain of very great interest

for the production of protons of even 10*° to 10^- electron-volts energy.

There have been partisan advocates of linear accelerators who have affirmed

that the cost of a circular or ring accelerator must necessarily increase more

rapidly than the first power of the energy and in consequence will become less

economical than a linear accelerator above some critical energy. I am not

entirely sure of the validity of this argument, since the extent to which the

dimensions of the aperture in a ring accelerator might have to scale with the

size of the machine would be influenced very markedly by the extent to which

the achievable alignment tolerances would become greater as the radius selected

for the ring increased. The radial spread associated with variations of

particle energy ~ that is, with the so-called synchrotron oscillations — may

not become significantly more serious in higher energy accelerators because,

although the energy gain per revolution would probably be increased, it also

should be practical to increase the harmonic number. The aperture required to

accommodate gas scattering may not be troublesome if improved vacuum techniques

are exploited. At any rate it seems quite impossible to judge historically

the trend of cost versus energy, since the more recently built machines have

been able to make use of new concepts or have taken advantage of past experience

to employ less conservative parameters. My own opinion is that such a cross-

over, if indeed one exists, will lie above 200 Gev and above 2 G$.

If one looks back over the past 30 years of accelerator development,

one of coarse is first struck by the steady increase in size and complexity of

the machines which has been the result of a continual effort to achieve

higher energies, increased intensity, and improved efficiency or reliability.
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In my own view, however, the most interesting trend has been the increased

sophistication which appears to enter into machine design, as a consequence of

the sore elaborate concepts employed in the present designs and the importance

of assuring that an expensive time-consuming project will have a good chance

of success.

This trend has had a stimulating influence on the professional

quality of the senior people who are responsible for the design of new large

accelerators, since their respective talents now must range from the frontiers

of mathematics to advanced engineering technique. The large machines also

bring with them, however, some grave economic and administrative questions —

among the latter one may mention the need to anticipate by perhaps a half-

dosen years the character of research for which a machine should most profitably

be designed and the rôle which university professors can continue to play in

the supervision of students who are to perform rather elaborate specialized

experiments at a centralized off-campus site, perhaps as a member of a large

team of specialists. It is because of this latter problem that I found

the creation of the Institute at the Saclay Laboratory to be of such particular

Interest and significance. One mist also have confidence in the prospects for

development of new instrumentation techniques, without which certain newly

proposed types of accelerators could not be used to their full effectiveness.

2. MOTIVATION

A quite expertly-reasoned and convincing rationalization of the

interest in higher energy machines, or in machines with much higher intensities

than are presently available, was given by Dr3. Panofsky, Judd, L.VT. Jones, and

others at tha opening session of the 1959 CERN Conference on High-Energy

Accelerators and Instrumentation. Despite the fact that the characteristics

of several of the successful accelerators which were constructed in past years



were selected for what turned out to be the wrong reasons, the conclusion

appears clear that physicists cannot afford to neglect any possible path

for future advance.

In addition to the arguments given at the CERN Conference concerning

desirable fL' ure experiments pertaining to the structure and interaction of the

many known types of "fundamental11 particles, one may mention here twc further

lines of work which provide additional motivation for attaining high intensity.

First, we may recall the recent proposals of Lee and Yang* for neutrino experi-

ments which evidently require more intense beams of pions (to provide by

their decay the desired high flux of neutrinos) than are obtainable with the

s/scelerators presently available**. Secondly, there has been a recent revival

of interest in the possible therapeutic utility of 1C" beams; the relatively

short-range disintegration products which arise from nuclear capture of 1C~

mesons at the end of their range should provide a very desirable, strong

specific localization of ionization at the site of a malignancy akin to that

produced by slow-neutron irradiation of boron-loaded tissue. In this case

also, intensities higher than currently available would be required for

practical clinical application of this technique.

In speaking of the energy of an accelerator, we of course must

remember that the useful energy which is made available in striking a stationary

target is actually that in the center-of-mass system (& ff^mQC 2) at

energies) — thus the new CERN and Brookhaven proton synchrotrons in effect

give a useful energy of scarcely 6 Gev, and one rould have to go to a machine

of over 100 Gev to double this center-of-mass energy. If, on the other

hand, sufficient intensity were obtained to make practical the use of opposing

*T.D. Lee and C.N. Tang, Phys. Rev. Letters £, No.6, 307-311 (March 15, I960)

**M. Schwart», Phys. Rev. Letters £, No.6, 306-307 (March 15, I960)
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ff (for which the center-of-mass system would coincide with the

laborato. 7 frame), two 15-Ger beams would interact with 30 Ger of available

energy — this would be equivalent to striking a stationary target with a

540-Gev beam (some 18 or 20 times as energetic as that available from any of

the machines now in operation).

3. FIXED FIELD ALTERNATING GRADIENT ACCELERATORS

The FFAG accelerators, on which I was asked to comment today,

represent one means whereby a substantial advance in beam intensity may be

obtainable and, as a corollary, offer the possibility of the practical

realization of a colliding beam facility. The FFAG idea in a sense is not

particularly new, since it can be said that the 1938 suggestion of Thomas,

for extending the energy attainable with a cyclotron by use of an asimuthally-

varying (d.c.) magnetic field, employed one very useful form of this concept.

As a result of later suggestions by Symon, Kerst, Ohkawa, and others, however,

the FFAG principle has received a considerably broader investigation of its

somewhat diverse possible applications in the hands of the MURA group during

the past six years. It is of this development that I wish to speak now.

Formation of the Midwestern Universities Research Association Group

The MURA group commenced its study of advanced accelerator systems

under the stimulation provided by the Brookhaven announcement of the A-G

focusing principle for accelerators. It may be noted that the so-called

strong focusing accelerator not only permits a beam which is subject to

certain angular errors to be confined in a smaller region, but also is more

efficient in accommodating energy errors. A limitation arises, however,

from the many possibilities of resonance, between the beam and imperfections

of the itagnat structure, which arise if the focusing is made quite strong.

Por this reason one of the first areas which the MURA group undertook to



explore was the effect of non-linearities on this resonant behavior. Since

it appeared from this work that non-linear oscillations bring with them quite

a few new restrictions on the design, the study program was not directly

fruitful, but it provided rery useful background information for later activi-

ties of the group.

The FFAG Concept

The FFAG concept arose from noting the ability of an A-G structure

with high field-gradient to contain particles of a wide range of momentum

within a region of rather small radial extent. Thus, if the average field

were caused to vary sufficiently rapidly with radius, while an appropriate

alternating-gradient action were provided to achieve focusing, one could hope

to accommodate within a direct-current annular magnet of fairly modest radial

extent a range of momentum which covered the entire range of acceleration.

A possible field distribution would be one which in the median plane has the

general form

H» — H o (r/ro)
k F(M©) , with F(N6) periodic (period 2 « ) .

Such a field would have the property of "scaling11 — that is, a given particle

orbit could be magnified geometrically by a factor P1A2 and would become a

physically-possible orbit for a particle of momentum (i*i/r2) times greater.

Consequently, in such a design, the oscillation frequency in terms of oscilla-

tions per circumference, and other characteristics of the orbit would remain

invariant during the course of acceleration. Some of the advantages which

a FFAG synchrotron at first was felt to possess were associated with the

presumed technical convenience of constructing and adjusting a direct-current

magnet; but more significant advantages appear to arise from the flexibility

•Symon, et al., Phys. Rev. 10^, 1$37 (l?56); L. Jackson Laalett, Science 124.
7ffl (I95o7



which is permitted in the acceleration cycle, which need not be tied to a

schedule of magnetic field variation. Radially-ridged structures of this

type, with the field reversing in alternate sectors, were among the first type

of FFAG structures studied and constructed by the MURA group, but obviously

suffer from requiring a large circumference.

The FFAG Cyclotron

It may be remarked that the scaling feature of the synchrotron of

course is given up in the FFAG cyclotron, which includes the Thomas cyclotron,

in order to gain the isochronism which permits non-pulsed operation. This

isochronism is achieved by an appropriate variation of k with radius. In

this case, consequently, one may be limited by encountering certain serious

resonances at particular values of the energy. Thus, to a fair approximation,

the local number of radial betatron oscillations per circumference is given by

and, for isochronism,

k • 1 =

80

Qr « E/Bo « 1 •

By substituting Op « 2 (an integral machine resonance) — so that ^ i f f o r N

(an inherent resonance) — we see that we would be limited to final kinetic

energies below 2^ and, in practice, perhaps to values around 600 Mev.

ge Synchrotron

To continue with synchrotrons of the FFAG type, we may notice the

possibility of a more general scaling field:

B, r -Ho (r/ro)
k F(N9 - £ M»T/TO)$

since the only difference resulting from scaling up the dimensions beyond that
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seen previously i s a rotation of the entire picture*

It i s of interest to interpret w as follows:

(i) The character of the field repeats in a radial distance \ = Ar

(6 constant) such that ^ «- 21T, or w s r2ic Y
•r

( i i ) The locus of a spiral ridge is such that Nfc » rw ^ or

tan j> l i j * " j£ S*-Ye3 t h e tangent of the angle £ which the spiral makes

with the radius. It i s also of interest to obtain a physical understanding of

the origin of the terms which determine the strength of the focusing. Basically

the important terms in the equation for axLal focusing are shown below:

z" s -v^hj./kj* Vp'hg/fcd (where h denotes a suitably-normalized field)

] z « 0

where ĥ  i s an appropriately normalized field,

-(r/ro)k [ l • f sin(N© - è

and the derivatives of hg should be evaluated along the equilibrium orbit.

a ro • u , where IL • ±- sin N© .
ro

The most significant contributions to the focusing are then found to comprise

the terms listed in the following Table:
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TERMS IN THE COEFFICIENT OF z

TERM

V9 x hr

-Tr x h8

TOTAL

ARISES WITH CIRCULAR ORBIT

Non A-G

r ôhj/ôr « -k
0 "

A-G

r Ôh /8r
O T

= £cosN8
because we
get a radial
field from
the sloping
edges of
the spiral

ARISES DUE TO NON-CIRCULARITÏ

Non A-G

Since orbit is not at r = ro, include

rt r o 2 A A 2 = <N2 •*»>£ ̂in 1»)

vhioh is
alva/s
positive

-(|oosl«)(-fNoosN«)

s f2 oos2N0
which is
always

o positive
fz

"" 2

STANDARD STANDARD THOMAS TERM HALF FROM A-G ACTION OF •û3±r FROM RADIAL FIELDS
TERM FOR FROM AVERAGING A UNI- DUE TO SPIRAL AND HALF FROM À THOMAS AVERAGE DUE
NO FLUTTER LATERAL RESTORING FORCE TO THE DISTORTED ORBIT MODIFÏING h^ IN A UNILATERAL

OC rr xho, DUE TO vr SENSE
of Non-CIro. ORBIT



For the radial motion the results to a very simple form, as was

stated previously,

Qr
2 = k + 1.

The introduction of spiral focusing, which is pronounced when — (and hence

is large, permits axial stability to be retained with large positive k. Thus

a large range of momentum may be contained in a reasonable radial interval.

Non-Linear Effects

It is not surprising, however, that the equations of motion, if

examined carefully, are found to be strongly non-linear, so that there exist

amplitude limits beyond which the motion is not stable. These limits are the

smaller the closer one is to certain resonances, notably the "third-integral"

resonance Qr = N/3 ; in regard to its dependence on the machine parameters,

one may write quite roughly (MURA-120)

x f I Wx " ("3)

Ax is the limiting radial betatron amplitude, expressed in units of physical

machine radius. Since w and f must increase together to keep the frequency

constant, it is clear that a large f and a correspondingly large w (small

spiral angle£) would be favorable. Computer studies indicate that, in actua-

lity, it may not be particularly helpful to consider values of f greater than

unity, however, and such large values of flutter, moreover, must necessa-

rily make for an inconvenient magnet design, and also for a larger circumfe-

rence.

Other resonances, such as coupling resonances, can have serious

effect on stability. Thus, for example, a large radial oscillation can induce

large axial oscillations - - specifically, as Walkinshaw has pointed out, a xz

term in the z- equation will modulate the coefficient of z at the frequency

so that one in effect has an equation of the form

f 2 1
z + I Qz + € cos Qx0 I z = 0,
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wherein

e =

The stability of solutions to this Mathieu equation is assured if

- Q 2
2

or if

Again, therefore, a large f and w would be desirable, with their ratio chosen

(together with k) to avoid being uncomfortably close to the resonance.

Considering this phenomenon from another point of view (Laslett and

Sessler, MURA-2é3)j one may say that there are two effects which permit the

coupling term xisin NO to excite this resonance:

(i) Because x has an A-G flutter, this term has the factors

• ..., and

(11) Because a z-osdllation itself will nave an A-G flutter, this term

also has the forms

thus each of these may excite a resonance if 0̂ - - Qz is close to the natural

frequency Q z — that is, if Qj - 2 Q a * 0.

What is found computationally near this resonance is that a small

amplitude of axial oscillation will grow through many orders of magnitude if

the radial amplitude exceeds the threshold value. Although an isolated

difference resonance in principle may not be inherently unstable from a

11



theoretical point of view, thî large z-amplitude which results can cause

particle loss by the interaction with other resonances or by the interception

of the orbits by the top and bottom surfaces of the vacuum chamber. Soon a

behavior means, in effect, that the useful radial amplitude will actually be

reduced by restricting the axLal dimensions of the chamber. This behavior

has been demonstrated on the electron model of a spiral ridge accelerator in

Madison'*' and provides a Justification for locating the normal working point

some distance from the Qg s 2Q» resonance.

In selecting parameters for a FFAG spiral-ridge accelerator it is

desirable, as we have seen, to employ a large flutter, f, (and a large w) to

ensure an adequately-large region of stability at injection. Since the beam

may not require as great a stable region at high energy, theee parameters could

be reduced in progressing toward the high-field region to obtain a more

economical configuration in the region that is most costly to construct. Or.

Cole has shown that by changing the parameters k and w appropriately as f is

varied, the oscillation frequencies can be maintained constant in such a non-

scaling structure and thus difficulties from resonances can be avoided.

The distortion of the orbit dynamics which results from the introduction of

long straight sections, bounded by radial planes, into a spiral magnet

structure presents some difficult problems which Dr. Cole has also studied at

some length but which yet may well merit further attention.

An outstanding feature of FFAG designs generally is the flexibility

which is permissible in the acceleration systems. This has led to the

development of a considerable body of detailed theory of synchrotron motion,

D.VT. lerst, et ajU, Rev. Sci. Instr. 21, No.10, 1076-1106 (October, I960)
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for which the analysis is particularly convenient because the revolution

frequency is a specific function of the energy only. As in the analysis of

the betatron oscillations (the transverse oscillations), here also it is

convenient to discuss the problem in terms of Hamiltonian variables and to

keep in mind the Liouville theorem for conservation of particle density in

phase space. In these terms the function of the oscillator is to move a

bunch of particles up to a higher-energy region in phase space. Several

groups of particles can be successfully brought up in energy and "stacked",

so to speak, side by side in a region of intermediate energy — these

several groups then may subsequently be accelerated all together to a higher

energy. By virtue of this flexibility, a sequence of operations may be

devised which is most effective for rapidly accelerating injected particles

up from their initial energy, and thus it should be possible to achieve a

high repetition rate and a consequent high intensity.

Production of Counter-Rotating Beans

• particularly interesting form of FFAG structure is the so-called

two-way design, proposed by Ohkawa. In this machine a symmetrical arrange-

ment of reversed-field magnets is provided, with a general r^ increase of

field, which permits beams which rotate in opposite directions to be acceler-

ated. The increased curvature which each beam experiences in the outer

portions of its scalloped orbit permits each beam to obtain an overall

bending and to acquire a roughly-circular closed orbit. Orbits in a

structure of this sort are a bit elaborate to analyse analytically in

T.Ohkawa, Rev. Soi. Instr. 2£, 10&-U7 (1958)
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Field stron,
at this
radius

Field weak at
this radius

detail, but it has been shown

that such structures are

possible with a circumference

factor of approximately 6.

The accumulation of intense

counterrotating beams which

may repeatedly pass through

each other seems to afford

a very real practical

possibility for performing

intersecting beam experi-

ments within the accelerator

itself and avoiding the

great amount of energy which

is lost to center-of-mass

motion when working with a stationary target. Intersecting beam experiments

perhaps could alternatively be performed by use of storage rings (as I

believe Dr. Schoch has discussed with you), but an efficient method must

then be devised for the somewhat delicate job of transferring beams from an

accelerator into the storage rings.

MURA Programme

The MURA group has acquired a certain amount of experience with

radial and spiral ridge machines, both computationally and by experiments

with electron models that have been reported in The Review of Scientific

Instruments.+ The present work is directed toward the completion of a

F.T. Cole, et al., Rev. Sci. Instr. 26, 403 (1957) -md ibid. 2§, 987 (1957);

D.W. Kerst, et al., Rev. Sci. Instr. 2JL, 1076 (I960)
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two-way accelerator, which should give electron beams each of 35-40 Mev

energy and provide useful experience in the accumulation and storage of high-

intensity beams* The characteristics of this machine have been tabulated

in the "data sheets" distributed at the 1959 CERN Conference (Data Sheet

D-3). Although the field itself is a "sealing" field (ocrk, with k = 9.3),

the pole design is non-sealing to the extent that non-scaling poles have been

provided at the outer radius to obtain a smaller gap than would result from

a conical extension of the pole surface employed at smaller radii. Beams

have been obtained in this accelerator, but improvements in the field in the

difficult region near the non-sealing pole have been found necessary and are

being aade at the present time. It is hoped that circulating currents of

the order of 50 ampere* «ay be obtained*

The design of a useful FFAG accelerator for high-energy research

might involve a high-current spiral ridge machine for 12-15 Gev, in which a

non-sealing field would be employed to obtain the economies which we have

noted can be obtained in this way.

Alternatively, to secure quite high energies, a FFAG machine may

serve as an excellent intermediate injector to a large ring synchrotron

built for an energy of 100 Gev or so. It has been pointed out by Sands,

and others, that the amplitude reduction due to damping in principle makes

it desirable to use a sequence of accelerators, of diminishing aperture,

with the beam transferred from one to the next in the course of acceleration.

Thus, during the 1959 Study Program in Madison, Sands suggested (MURA-465)

the practicality of a system comprising two pulsed synchrotron stages, one

for the range 50 Her to 10 Bev and the other for 10 Bev to 300 Bev.

In summary, the variety of accelerator types which the FFAG

concept makes possible gives the machine designer the opportunity for

15



constructing powerful machines to meet various objectives, Tha concepts

have already found useful application in research cyclotrons — notably the

U.C.L.À. spiral ridge cyclotron, which Professor Richardson has just brought

into operation, and the Berkeley- spiral machine, which iff due for completion

at the end of the present year. A number of serious design studies has

been made for FFAG synchrotrons, and I understand that Dr. Wohlfeil is under-

taking to build a 100-Mev electron synchrotron of this type at the Fr^e

University in West Berlin.

As the intensity of the beams to be contained within modern

accelerators becomes greater, the collective effects of the beam on its own

dynamics will necessarily require careful attention. There is evidence

that collective phenomena have already been found to occur in existing

machines — perhaps including the SATURNE accelerator here — and attempts

have already been made to obtain analytic solutions to some simplified

problems relating to collective behavior. The analysis of such effects

seems to me by no means easy — even the application of computers to the

problem presents formidable difficulties — but the challenge is a very

important and stimulating one; and the problems bring us into some connection

with the wor>. of other groups who are studying plasma physics. Similar

problems arise in examination of certain types of "plasma accelerators", as

have been proposed at CERN Conferences. The idea of using iron-free coils,

cooled to liquid-nitrogen temperatures, has also interested some workers,"1"

with the objective of obtaining strong magnetic fields and a corresponding

reduction in the dimensions of a high-energy accelerator.

See the paper presented by N.C. Christofilos at the 1959 CERN Conference,
pp. 195 ff.
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Mathematical questions concerning the stability of solutions to

non-linear differential equations with -periodic coefficients are very

challenging. Some of these questions hare been attacked in a very helpful

way by Jurgen Moser and sons impressions concerning the problem hare also

been acquired by sereral series of computer runs. The computer, actually,

cannot feasibly perform calculations of such a duration that it will follow

a particle through its entire desired life within the accelerator; and it

is helpful- in some studies to replace solution of the differential equations

by successiTe iteration of qualitatively similar non-linear algebraic

transformations•

The computer is also very useful in the analysis of magnetostatic

problems connected with magnet design. The equations for a three-dimensional

scaling field can be reduced, by virtue of the scaling feature, to a partial

differential equation with two independent variables, which then may be quite

feasibly solved by relaxation methods (MURÀ-99).

The use of a computer seems to play an increasingly important part

in the design of modern complex accelerators and presents in itself some

interesting problems of numerical analysis. It should not, of course, be

used as a substitute for thought, but can be very helpful in guiding and

checking the development of useful theoretical results and can give precise

design data when required for constructional purposes*

It has been pleasant to have had Professor Bruck and Dr. Bronca

associated for a time in the MURA work on problems of FPAG design and to

réalité that some further consideration will be given at the Saclay Labora-

tory to the rôle which such accelerators can most effectively play as tools

J. Noser, Machr. Akad. Miss. Gottingen, Matb.-Phys. KL., p.37-120 (1955)
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for future research in physics.

4. INJECTION OR EXTRACTION

Efficient techniques for the injection of beams into a circular

magnetic accelerator are, of course, very important, as are also methods

for extraction in a well-controlled way if the full capability of the

accelerator is to be realized. From a theoretical point nf view, injection

and extraction may frequently be considered together — one being the

reverse of the other — since whal, is basically required is the orderly

transfer of phase space between the region outside the accelerator and the

interior.

It is generally realized that it is impossible to trap a particle

in a static field, since particles injected externally will ultimately

re-emerge and those injected from a source within the field eventually will

return to strike the source. Essential to injection, therefore, is one or

more of the following phenomena: the imposition of fields which change with

time, the presence of gas scattering, or time-varying fields which arise from

collective changes of the distribution of the particles themselves.

Bapid Change of the Radius of the Equilibrium Orbit

0n« familiar method of implementing injection is, of course, to use

the general increase of t: ; magnetic field with time or, alternatively, with

an adequately rapid change of the particle energy, to move the equilibrium

orbit from its original position but without doing this so violently that

radial betatron oscillations are induced with such a large amplitude as to

spoil the utility of the method. Rapid betatron acceleration was success-

fully employed in some early tests with a spiral ridge FFAG model, to carry

the electrons rapidly away from a standard Kerst type of injector.
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« A * fchii of th# ftniillbritim Orbit

A somewhat different

scheme «as employed in some

other so-called "short pulse

injection tests" which Or.

Hill» made with the spiral

ridge FFAG model in Madison.

In this case a localised

e-»

Bump
(radial electric field)

jector

perturbation is applied to

the equilibrium orbit, and

decreased in strength at

an appropriate rate. The

•bump" produces a kinked equilibrium orbit which becomes more nearly circular

as the strength of the perturbation falls to zero*

Gradient Perturbation

• different possibility is to perturb the field gradient, as has

been successfully applied for extraction from a 70-Mev- electron synchrotron

at Iowa State by Or. Hammer and some of us associated with him there. In

this application the unperturbed machine had a constant gradient — that is,

it was not an A-G machine — but the perturbation, when applied to modify

the gradient over a portion of the circumference, in a sense gives us a

machine with H s 1. Since the effectiveness of this method is based on

developing a half-integral radial instability, it is of interest to plot

the stability diagram for this case, taking, for example, the particular

case in which the perturbation extends half-way around the accelerator.
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In normal unperturbed

operation, one works on

the diagonal of this

diagram (n2
 s n^), and

we may note that the

choice nx * n2 « 0.75

1.00

1.000

0.750 0.786

would correspond to

Or • "j (representing

a phase-change of *JC

per revolution). For

the general perturbed

structure, a "stop band11,

or zone of instability,

opens up around this point, due to the effect of this ̂ -integral resonance.

As in all A-G problems, we have here a basic equation of the Hill

type, for which the Floquet theory applies. Within the unstable area the

characteristic exponent is complex — that is, the solutions are characterized

by Qr s ̂  throughout the zone of instability but also contain an exponential

factor indicative of instability. Of the two solutions which represent a

general solution of the aecond-order differential equation of motion, that

with the growing exponential soon comes to dominate the other and gives a

displacement

x c C e+**9 P(9),

with P(e) periodic (period 41*).

With operation at a particular point within the stop band, the

essential feature to note is that the angular dependence of this growing

solution, represented by P(©), is a very definite function of 0, its form
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being independent of the initial conditions of the particle under consideration.

The character of P(6), in fact, can be represented rather well by a suitable

linear combination of the two characteristic (periodic) solutions which pertain

to the boundaries of this particular unstable zone. Thus near the left hand

boundary, P(e) ̂ ând hence the displacement, £J will have its maximum value

near the center of the perturbing coil, and one may expect that the orbit will

leave the machine preferentially at this position, or enter a deflecting channel

situated in this region.

The pitch of the

spiralling orbit, arising

from the factor e *^9 is

instrumental in making a

clean removal of the beam

from the guide field of the

accelerator. To achieve a

rapid growth, however, the

operating point must be

situated some distance

into the unstable zone on

the ni,n2-diagram — ift actually being the greatest when one operates midway

between the two boundaries of the zone. The character of P(e) will change,

of course, as one progresses deeper into this zone. Thus if particles with

large initial betatron amplitudes come out first and are followed by others

emerging when a different operating point is attained, the emergent beam

necessarily will drift somewhat in direction during the interval in which

extraction occurs. This drift can be made quite small, however, by choosing

a perturbation which does not move excessively quickly into the unstable zone,
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or by otherwise programming the perturbation appropriately. The ahye of

the distorted orbit, although basically flC cos^, can be adjusted soufcwhat by

selecting the azimuthal variation of the perturbation*

In applying this method to our small electron synchrotron at Iowa

State, substantially all the beam could be brought out in about a doatn turns,

if desired, and focussed externally with quadrupoles. A particle may spiral

out with a pitch of 1O-2Q5É of its amplitude per revolution, or twice this

during its oscillation period of two revolutions.

An analogous technique should be applicable to an A-G machine. For

such machines, one would apply a perturbation which would retune the radial

oscillation frequency to a resonant value — probably to a half-iateg^al

resonance, and also provide a form of perturbation which would open up a stop

band at this resonance. If the betatron frequency at this resonance is Q r

(a half-integer), so that the dominant term in the betatron oscillation is

cos(Qr9 + A ), the stop band can be opened most readily (linearly) by a

perturbation of the field gradient which includes cos2Qr9 in its Fourier

representation. Alternatively, a less pronounced (second order) opening of

the stop band results from a combination which involves a pair of terms

cos(Qr t "5)9 in the perturbation.

To obtain an orbit wave form which favors one particular azimuth in

the accelerator, so that the orbit will be most strcigly displaced at this

location and so favor its entrance into an extraction channel, particular

Fourier components in the perturbed solution are desirable. Terms of frequency

Q r «• 1 and Q r + 2 in the solution seem to be particularly useful in this

respect and suggest that the perturbation not only should contain a component

2Qr0 to open the stop band but also components (2Qr + 1)6 and (2Qr + 2)9,

suitably phased, to shape the solution. ïîîe analysis whijh leads to these
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solutions, and makes them quantitative, can be performed by variational

methods (MURA-445) or by use of standard perturbation technique. Numerical

computations with a digital computer have served to check the theory and can

also be useful in perfecting any specific design which one may decide to employ

with an actual machine.

A specific example for an A-G machine with N = 48 sectors, using the

Qr «7.5 resonance which occurs near |nj « 3#0, employed a perturbation

An s -cos 159 + 5.20 cos 169 - 10.17 sin 179.

A lapse rate of 0.031 nepers/r&dian was found with the computer, corresponding

to an amplitude growth of*» 1.6 in two revolutions. The orbit-amplitude is

rather favorable for extraction in that it is particularly pronounced in the

center of one particular (focusing) magnet sector — some further improvement

in this respect can be obtained by employing a further term 21.65 cos 200 in

the perturbation /see Figs. 3a-c of IS-l6l^7.

The application of this method seems attractive in that it would not

require the introduction of much equipment into the magnet if the perturbations

could be obtained by use of

pulsed coils. to control

the direction of the beam, f

however, the program for

the perturbing currents should

follow the correct schedule, —

to carry the operating point

to the resonant Q-value and

then up a suitable line in the stop band.

C.L. Hammer and L. Jackson Laslett, Iowa State University report IS-161 (I960,

submitted for publication)
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Use of a Non-Linear Resonance

The methods discussed so far have been describable in terms of

linear theory. In FFAG synchrotrons or cyclotrons, non-linear forces are

quite prominent, and it nay be possible to take advantage of non-linear

characteristics of the orbit equations to assist injection or extraction.

One of the most notable non-linear resonances is, of course, the third-

integral resonance, wherein the phase of the betatron oscillation changes

by 21C/3 as the particle progresses through a sector of the machine. The

use of this third-integral resonance has been advocated for extraction by

Dr. Blosser (Michigan Stste University), and Dr. Syraon suggested that I

might examine it at MURA from the point of view of a possible method for

injecting into a FFAG synchrotron.

In a non-linear problem such as this, there is, of course, a

sort of amplitude limit to the stable motion. By use of a suitable time-

dependent perturbation, we might hooe to inject particles which start

outside the stable region and follow orbits which are initially unstable

but which become encompassed by the stable region as it grows in response

to the decreasing perturbation. In the reverse process of extraction

from a cyclotron, an increasing perturbation in effect can be experienced

by the particles as they are accelerated to larger radii where the perturbed

field is present.

Discussion of such methods is most suitably given in terms of

stability regions and particle trajectories in phase space. It may be

possible, however, to get some impression of the over-all process in

physical space. We recall that the stability limit associated with a

29/3 resonance is characterized by the existence of an unstable equilibrium

orbit (closed orbit) of three sectors wavelength. In the unperturbed
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structure there will be, in fact, three similar orbits - each displaced by

one sector from the next. If, however, a moderate perturbation is applied,

let us say with a three-sector period, the three unstable equilibrium orbits

will no longer all be alike, and the stability limit of the accelerator

moreover may be expected to be reduced.

In the case of a perturbation of the type just described, it is

possible for a particle which is injected so that it nearly coincides with one

of the equilibrium orbits to remain almost in step with this orbit for some

time, and then slip rather quickly in phase to become almost in step with the

next. During this time the stability range of the accelerator may have

increased considerably if the strength of the perturbation is being reduced,

and the injected particle may now fall within the stability limit and thus

find itself captured.

To discuss this behavior more precisely, one really should follow

carefully the progress of the particles and the development of the growing

stability limits in terms of the position and direction variables, r and

dr/de, of the particles — that is, in phase space. Because of the

complexity of the problem, computational experience for an illustrative

example would be helpful.

In the computational work at MURA^ it seemed undesirable to

retain all the complication of the exact equations for particle motion in

an FFAG machine, but perhaps also it would be an undesirably gross approxi-

mation to replace the differential equation simply by a series of algebraic

transformations* Accordingly a compromise was adopted in that some

simplified equations of notion were studied which, it was believed, would

represent the essential features of particle motion in a FFAG accelerator

operated near the Op £ ? H resonance and yet might in some respects be

amenable to analytic study.
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The equations employed were, accordingly, the following, in which the

x and y motions are so related that the system is a Hamiltonian one and the

perturbation (whose strength is controlled by the magnitude of the parameter X )

is considered to represent a perturbation to the strength of the guide field:

)\ . C (co. 2») (x2 - f)
a

~ 2s- Acosy- = 0 ,

dx/is,

•( fS7.) T 4 2C (cos 2s)x.y = 0 ,
ds N 7

py . dy/ds,

and s represents -G. The unperturbed structure thus has a period represented

by As mf€ and the perturbed structure has a period As • 31C* We take
1

2^/H m 0.6, so that one is operating somewhat near the 7 resonance for the

unperturbed structure and hence somewhat near an integral resonance for the

perturbed structure. The value of the coefficient C for the non-linear terms

is not critical, since its value can be modified, in effect, by re-scaling the

dependent variables (x,y); we took C s 0.575 and found that some stable radial

motion is possible for "X < 0.01136.
1)

If we were to plot px •£• x as a "phase plot" for SHM, the phase

points would describe an ellipse, as is well known, and this curve represents an

energy integral of the system. In the case of an À-G problem, it is appropriate

to construct such plots once every period of the structure, and again the points

which represent the progress of a particle are normally found to lie on closed

phase curves. In our example of the unperturbed structure, we might plot at

intervals A s s 7C» and the points for small amplitude motion will progress

1) Simple harmonic motion
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almost completely around this ellipse in going through three such intervals.

At larger amplitudes, the phase curves become distorted and approach

a triangular shape. The

unstable equilibrium orbits

are represented by three

"fixed points", and the

corresponding phase point

jumps from one to the next

as one sector after the

other is traversed, to •

return to its original

location in the course

of going through its

three-sector period.

Stable motion is represented by particles whose position and slope are such

that their phase points fall within the "triangular11 region formed by the

separatrix*

The effect of the perturbation on the motion is now clearly depicted

by a similar type of plot, which, for 0 < A < O.OII36, has the form indicated

below:

The stable fixed point

is somewhat displaced,

due to the effect of

the forcing term, and

one of the unstable

fixed points is moved

in, corresponding to a

reduction of the stable
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area. Such a plot should now be made by plotting points at intervals

As s 3J|; the appearance of the plot, of course, will depend upon the

particular location within such intervals to which it applies, but its

topological character will remain unchanged.

Now it is clear that particles introduced with their radial

coordinates and directions such that their phase points fall in the region

"AH will for some time continue to move so that they almost satisfy the

requirements for stability; that is, the phase points will pass around just

outside the boundary of the stable region and, in fact, will move quite

slowly in the neighborhood of the fixed points on this diagram. It is thus

seen that one nay expect such points could become captured into stable orbits

as the stability region expands, and the phase points may most likely be

"sucked in1* near the fixed points where the phase motion is particularly slow

on the diagram and the particles are almost "locked in11 to one of the unstable

equilibrium orbits.

What a detailed study can do for us is depict the range of x and

p • dx/ds within which particles may be injected and be trapped within the

stable region. From Liouvillefs theorem, we know that this interior region

will be filled to the full possible phase density if its growing boundary is

continually surrounded by phase points provided by the injector. What we want

to know is (l) where these particles must be when they are injected, (2) in

what direction they should be sent, and (3) how severely these conditions change

during the course of time that effective injection takes place.

It is a straightforward process to determine the answers to these

questions with a computer in a particular case such as we have selected for an

example. The useful region for injection starts to grow when the perturbation

has become sufficiently small that there is some stable area to receive the

particles before they are lost; later the useful region for injection drops to
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zero again when the particles no longer encounter an expanding stability region.

If we take the injector as not extending further into the accelerator than

x • -0.55, i"' will never present an interference to captured particles, since

the stable region always lies to the right o" this value. In three-sector

injection — that is, with a three-sector accelerator, or with an injector

located every three sectors around the ring — useful injection conditions

then also must be such tĥ .t in one period of three sectors the particles find

themselves to the right of this point and so do not strike the injector.

The results of a study of the racial motion show that the region to

be covered by the injector in this "three-sector11 application is fairly well

behaved — the region is not significantly filamented and does not move about

markedly as the value of A changes. Thus, if injection were made at the

location s • 0 (mod. 3 n ) , for which the figure was drawn, injection with full

phase density could essentially be obtained with an injector covering the range

-1.7 < x <. -0.55* -0.7 < Re < -0.02. The fact is, however, that, firstly,

only the most negative

values of x require the

strongly negative values

of Fbc and, secondly, it

would be inconvenient to

inject with a negative

slope from inside the

orbits of the captured

particles. These two

objections are immediately

removed, however, if we

inject at a somewhat

-/.$" -/.«

-•-#

-*.-/
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-1.5 -•S

different azimuth of the A-G structure* Thus, if we inject at s s O.lflf, the

useful region for injection becomes transformed to a more practical form,

centered around dx/ds • 0.

One should not __

object, perhaps, if the

region to be covered by

the injector has to exceed

somewhat the region which

can be usefully employed

at any particular instant,

since it may be phase

density, rather than over-

all total intensity which is basically difficult to get from an injector; and

one may prefer simply to use a more extended beam than is absolutely necessary

in order to avoid the provision of a complicated optical system and an

elaborately-programmed scan. It must be said, however, that if one attempted

to provide equally efficient injection by only using injectors at 6-sector

intervals, the behavior would be much less satisfactory in our example.

Fundamentally, what would then happen is that the region of phase space to be

covered by the injector must then be "projected back" in s through another

three sectors, and one finds in doing so that the area becomes very inconveniently

twisted. For three-sector injection, however — and analogously for extraction

from a three-sector machine — the computational example seems encouraging.

It remains, however, to comment on the correlation of this behavior

0» 1with the axial motion, perhaps taking a case in which Qz my$ N (to avoid the

Q r = 2Q2 coupling resonance). Although I should refer you to our report for

L.J. Laslett and K.R. Symon, 1959 CERN Conference, pp. 38-47; MURA-56I
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the details of these results, it was found that the desirable axial injection,

conditions were indeed somewhat variable during the course of time that > was

diminishing and injection taking place; the usable range of injection conditions

for stable axial motion in an FPAG accelerator normally is not excessive,

however, and accordingly the injector again might be built to cover these

injection conditions comfortably.

It is hoped that this exposition will serve to describe a point of

view which can be useful in examining possible injection methods for machines

governed by non-linear equations, guided by phase-space diagrams, and that the

present example may suggest further work which could lead to a practical system

for some particular application of interest — perhaps, in a many-sectored

machine, making use of a machine resonance.

5. COHSaaJT EFFZCTS

When a great many particles are present in an accelerator, the fields

which they collectively produce may influence significantly the motion of the

individual particles. One interesting effect, which I think is now well

recognized, is the so-called negative-mass instability, which becomes possible

above the transition energy if the energy spread in the beam is sufficiently

small. In this case the longitudinal electric field at the ends of a region

wherein the particle density is high produces changes in the circumferences

of the particle orbits in such a way as to accentuate the bunching. The

published analytic work of Nielsen and Sessler* has served to show the energy

spread which must be present in a beam of given intensity if this effect is not

to lead to instability. It is ray understanding that evidence for other

collective effects which are capable of influencing the beam significantly has

C.E. Nielsen and A.M. Sessler, Rev. Sci. Instr. ̂ 0, No.2, 80-89 (February,1959)
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been obtained from the experience here with the SATURNE accelerator.

My own interest in such effects arose because I was impressed with

the quite large coherent radiation losses which would occur with an intense

bunched beam moving in a circular orbit without the benefit of any metallic

shielding walls to cut down the radiation of electromagnetic energy to the

outside. In distinction to incoherent radiation, such coherent effects would

be virtually as large for relativistic protons as for an electron beam of the

same intensity.

Recently Neil, Sessler, Judd, and I have attempted some quantitative

analysis of certain collective effects — somewhat idealized perhaps — which

I would like to merition, but which do not necessarily cover all possible

phenomena.

Interaction with a Resonant Cavity

In this case, studied by Neil and Sessler, a circulating beam induces

a voltage on a cavity of the sort used for acceleration of the beam and which

thus is in resonance with one of the low-order harmonics of the beam. This

voltage will become superposed on whatever voltage is produced at the cavity

by the driving oscillator. Features of the synchrotron motion, such as the

degree of bunching, will be affected by this net voltage. The problem thus

is to obtain a self-consistent solution embracing these two phenomena: the

influence of the bunch on the cavity voltage, and the influence of the cavity

voltage on .the bunch.

If the beam current is expressed in terms of its Fourier components,

N(© - «4>t) • .*2 • j £ a^ cos n(9 - «J^t) • bn sin n(e -**ot) particles/radian,

the induced electric field in the gap (d) can be expressed conveniently in

terms of the "shunt impedance" of the resonator: «
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eisVZ
0) « - - ^ j — (•„ co» n«#ot - bn tin n

For studying the effect of this field on the synchrotron motion of the particles,

it is conrenient to follow the conventional procedure and develop this field

into travelling waves, keeping only the wave travelling with the particles.

Using the rotating coordinate 4 • n(6 - <*ot) • **, one thus is led in this

way to the effective electric

*•• 4 • bn iin 4) .

The electrical phase 4 employed here will be taken as referred to

an origin based on the phase of the applied voltage, in such a way that a

particle crossing the gap at phase 4 gains energy at the rate eV sin d per

turn. To consider the effect of the n«t voltage on the distribution of

particles, the authors next follow a technique which they have applied

previously to write the equations governing the notion of points in a

synchrotron phase space, composed of the canonical variables

•lz
_ dE

4 and w S I or p and W • w - w8, where wt refers to the synchronous

particle. A stationary distribution will then result for which one has a

constant phase density of points within a closed curve given by setting the

Hamiltonian of this system equal to a constant:

df o o

3î) ^ V W ( «in rf - bn cos 4),

where the terns in w s and U(^) r««paetive2|r allow for frequency modulation and

for the effect of longitudinal space charge* Specifically, to handle as many

particles as possible at the phase density given by the injector (Aûiergy), one

seeks the particular closed curve (H • const.) which contains the maximum area.

In the special case in which the problem is simplified by neglecting
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frequency modulation and space charge effects, the area (or total number of

particles which can be held) is found to be reduced from the value possible with

no voltage induced on the cavity by the factor:

df V2
where B » (16 n«reO»0 Z)/(3iTKV) and K = / " 2£fL i^g)^J

ev

Physically, the induced voltage has the effect of reaucing the height (and

therefore the total area) of the stable region in synchrotron phase space, and

the total number of particles that can be held in stable phase is thereby

reduced by this factor. In other words, the total voltage appearing at the

cavity gap is decreased by the presence of the beam and is shifted in phase

with respect to the driving voltage in such a way as to reduce the size of

the buckets by this factor.

When the frequency modulation and longitudinal space charge effects

are included, a simple algebraic result does not seem possible; but the results

can be presented in the form of graphs prepared by aid of numerical work.

Parameters | and ,/V. are used to characterize these two effects. From the

curves presented by the authors, certain integrals can be obtained which permit

one once again to compute the reduction of bucket area.

An alternative way to consider this phenomenon is, of course, to

compute the amount by which the applied voltage would have to be increased

to handle the same amount of beam as one desires. An estimate given for the

Bevatron, if it reached its transverse space charge limit of ICr* protons per

pulse (4 amps circulating), suggests that it would be necessary to apply a peak

voltage of 39 kv to maintain a total voltage of 22 kv (as might be desired with

an energy gain of 15 kev/turn). With the Cambridge electron accelerator
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(h s 360), which has necessarily a high shunt impedance for the cavities

(approx. 10 Megohm for each of 16 cavities), an applied voltage of 1.25 Mv

(per cavity) is necessary to maintain a peak voltage of 1 Mv on each cavity.

• bunched beam circulating in a particle accelerator with conducting

walls will not radiate electromagnetic energy, but the electromagnetic fields

produced by the beam will, instead, lead to wall currents which conceivably

could lead to an appreciable energy loss. Normally the wall currents of

importance will be of a frequency which is not a very high multiple of the

circulating frequency, and thus will have a spatial distribution which is

substantially the same as would be induced in the walls of a straight (non-

toroidal) guide. With a toroidal cavity, however, there is the additional

possibility that some high harmonic will correspond to a resonant frequency

of the torous and thus generate quite large fields — and wall currents —

limited only by the finite quality factor (Q) of the resonant vacuum chamber.

It is eor**fl«iient to consider these two cases separately.

The low-frequency image currents are readily written down for the

case of a (straight) pipe of rectangular cross section, using methods analogous

to those employed in corresponding two-dimensional electrostatic problems.

The results assume a particularly simple form in the case that one of the

cross-sectional dimensions of the chamber is considerably smaller than that of

the other. The skin-loss is then immediately calculable from these currents.

For a beam distribution with

I s £ , SJJ cos n(9 - CJQt) particles per radian,

the loss, expressed in volts/turn is

H 2

. m - *« - ^ H «• 1/2 n
?*2W*H/llh * - n Ô" *>rh«w,
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where rfc is the surface resistance for the fundamental

For the resonant fields, the curvature of the chamber is an essential

feature and the quality factor of the chamber must necessarily enter from the

beginning of the computation to limit the fields. The field distribution will

have the form involving Bessel functions (of high order), in terms of which one

can write the form of all the field components for a TM or (alternatively) a

TE mode. The amplitude of these fields in the steady state is then readily

determined in terms of the current and quality factor by noting (l) that

Q • fl»p* (stored energy/Power) and (2) P s J I(-Eô)ds. By this method of

determining the normalization factor for the fields, the power loss is

immediately obtained in terras of the resonant Fourier component of the current,

the quality factor, miscellaneous constants which include the dimensions of the

system, and appropriate properties of the Bessel function. From an analytic

and computational examination of the properties of the Bessel functions which

enter in this problem, it appears that the resonant harmonics will normally be

3/2
quite high, roughly of the order of (2R/w) . Favorable conditions for

resonance are for the beam to be moving rapidly, at a small radius — in fact,

even for a beam moving near the inner wall of the chamber, resonance will not

~ *ooccur unless Y^L
9 ^ 2w

In actuality, with a stainless steel vacuum chamber, the non-resonant

losses in a number of examples which were calculated amounted only to a couple

of dozen volts per turn; the resonant losses appeared to occur at such high

harmonic numbers that again the associated losses were quite negligible (0.1 ev

for the Bevatron, with U amps circulating current).

Electromagnetic Coupling Instabilities

The longitudinal coupling instabilities estimated by Nilsen and

Sessler were based on use of an electric field which was computed essentially
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electrostatically. Since, as we hare mentioned, resonances with the chamber

may permit rather high radio-frequency-fields to be built up, it seemed

appropriate to re-analyze this instability with the use of such fields. It

may be noted that, depending on the location of the exciting frequency with

respect to the natural resonant frequency of the chamber, the phase of the

longitudinal field which acts on the beam could have various values, and one

would be veil advised to consider the most dangerous case. One expects, then,

that the number of particles which can be contained in the beam will have an

upper limit which is determined (l) by the energy spread, A E , of the beam and

(2) by the quality factor of the cavity which serves to limit the strength of

the perturbing field.

The analysis proceeds in close analogy to that of the previous work,

resulting in a "dispersion equation" whose roots are examined with regard to the

sign of their imaginary par > The form and magnitude of the fields, which

replace the electrostatic field of the earlier work, are taken from the computa-

tions pertaining to nail loss, modified by the usual tuning curve of a resonant

system. The same effect can occur, of course, by virtue of the lower-frequency

fields which result from interaction with any other resonant system — as a

radio-frequency cavity. In this latter case it is convenient to express the

results in terms of a shunt impedance, below which one must operate if stability

is to result.

For the MURA 40-Mev electron model, with 1.5 x 10 particles and

A £ • 3 Mev, one finds it necessary for ZQ to be less than 3200 ohms. Similarly,

for a hypothetical proton storage ring for 15 Bev with lfP* particles and

A E = 300 Mev, one requires 2 C less than about J megohm. Tank resonances, in

any of the examples studied, did not seem to impose any severe restrictions on

the Q-values which would be obtained in practice.
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The quite large high-frequency fields which may arise in resonant

circumstances, however, even if not leading to serious losses in metallic walls,

could possibly lead to large radiative losses if one were so imprudent as to

provide sizeable openings (windows) in the chamber walls.

6. CONCLUSION

I feel that the foregoing remarks may serve to illustrate the

interesting and challenging problems which one encounters in the consideration

of modern high-energy accelerators. It is with great satisfaction that I see

Professor Bruck and Dr. Bronca continue with their colleagues to contribute in

a most valuable way to the examination of some of these questions.

I am most grateful to you all for the cordial reception which I have

received here at Saclay and especially to Professor Bruck for arranging the

schedule of my visit in a vray which enabled me to use most efficiently the

somewhat short bine which was available. I hope that you will accept my most

sincere good wishes for every success with your future work in this highly

interesting field of accelerator development.
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